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Abstra t
We dis uss the measurement equation for interferometri

observations of elds larger than the

primary beam of the antennas, both for standard pointed mosai s and for mosai s observed in

the-y (OTF) mode.

on-

The main advantages of using the OTF mode are a gain of observing time and

a higher homogeneity of the dataset. OTF mosai ing is similar to

lassi al stop-and-go mosai ing

but the ee tive beam when observing OTF is not exa tly the primary beam of the antennas. We
show that the ee tive beam is similar to the primary beam when the s anning rate is better than
Nyquist. We review dierent te hniques to image and de onvolve mosai
Ekers & Rots 1979 (ER79) s heme, whi h
with respe t to the s anning

oordinate. We dis uss how to implement an OTF-optimized imaging

algorithm to deal with the mosai
observing time and mosai

∗

data, in parti ular the

onsist in Fourier transforming the visibility fun tion

size

data as a whole based on the ER79 s heme. Finally we dis uss

onstrains for OTF observations.

This work is funded by the EU FP6 grant ALMA enhan ement.
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1 Introdu tion
ALMA has been designed to be a extremely powerful imaging instrument by a detailed
of the array

ongurations (Ge & Jing Ping 1992, Holdaway 1996, 1997; Kogan 1997; Boone

2002). However, mapping an extended sour e will be

•

hoi e

omplex by two ee ts:

La k of the short spa ings: as any interferometer, ALMA will lter out the shortest spatial
frequen ies, whi h ontain the information that des ribes large-s ale stru ture in the target
eld; this

alls for an independent way to measure this information. The ALMA Compa t

Array (ACA), an enhan ement

onsisting of an array of twelve 7-m dishes and four 12-m

dishes to be used in single-dish mode, will provide the short-spa ings information to be
merged with the ALMA datasets.

•

The limited eld-of-view (FOV): the FOV of an interferometer is limited by the primary
beams of the antennas, whi h s ales with the inverse of the observing frequen y:
ALMA, the FOV is

∼22"

at 230 GHz.

As a

for

onsequen e, many of ALMA's s ien e

targets will be extended over many primary beam diameters. For instan e, Fig. 1 shows
the ALMA FOV overlaid on maps of the galaxy M51 and the mole ular outow of the
protostar L1157.

At the highest frequen ies, stru tures larger than 5" ar se

will be

resolved out by the interferometer.
To over ome the limitations of an interferometer's narrow FOV, the solution adopted with
existing instruments is to observe mosai s of adja ent, overlapping elds, whi h are further
ombined in the data redu tion software to produ e an image of an extended area in the
sky. This observing mode

an be des rived as stop-and-go or point-and-shoot mosai ing.

However, a more promising observing mode is the so- alled on-the-y (OTF) mapping, in whi h
the antenna beams are

ontinuously swept a ross the entire region of interest. The two main

advantages of this te hnique are:

•

Gain of observing time: sin e data are a quired

ontinuously; there is no time lost in the

stop and observe, then slew to the next eld pro edure that
mosai ing.

hara terizes stop-and-go

This allows to observe larger elds (Holdaway & Foster 1994, Holdaway &

Rupen 1995).

•

Data homogeneity: while in a
terms of

lassi al mosai

ea h eld may have dierent properties (in

alibration or sensitivity), OTF observations will

and thus under mu h more similar weather and instrumental

over the entire region faster
onditions that stop-and-go

observations.
OTF has proven to be a powerful observing mode with single-dish mm-wave teles opes, su h
as the IRAM 30-m, but has yet to be implemented on an interferometer. Nevertheless, OTF is
promising, so that it is planned as a standard ALMA observing mode However, OTF mosai ing
poses several major

hallenges for the data pro essing algorithms. Image and de onvolution

algorithms for stop-and-go mosai s is done to great extend eld by eld, for instan e, produ ing
independent

dirty

images that are

ombined before perform a joint de onvolution. One possi-

bility that has to be explored for OTF mosai s is to use that
number of elds.

In addition, more sophisti ated algorithms

lassi al s heme with a very high
an be developped to optimize

the data pro essing, for instan e, a method in whi h data points are Fourier transformed with
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Figure 1: Full width at half maximum of the primary beam of the ALMA antennas at 230 GHz overlaid
on maps of the galaxy M51 and the mole ular outow of the protostar L1157.

respe t to their angular

oordinates in the sky, in order to

ompute a global uv-plane

ontaining

the whole information of the mosai .
In this do ument we present the measurement equation for stop-and-go and OTF mosai s
and we

ompute the ee tive beam for OTF observations (Se t. 2). In Se t. 3 we review the

lassi al image synthesis methods for single elds and stop-and-go mosai s. We also introdu e
the Ekers & Rots (1979, hereafter ER79) s heme to deal with mosai
adapted to OTF mosai s and
Observing time and map size

data, whi h is very well

an represent an improvement in data pro essing algorithms.
onstrains for OTF mosai ing are dis ussed in Se t. 4. Dierent

possibilities to image OTF data are dis ussed in Se t. 5, in luding a

lassi al s heme (Se t. 5.1)

and ER79-based methods (Se t. 5.2). Finally, we present a summary and the

on lusions in

Se t. 6.

2 Wide eld observations: mosai s
2.1 Mosai ing measurement equation
The interferometer measures the visibility fun tion, whi h is the Fourier Transform of the sky
brightness distribution apodized by the primary beam of the antennas.

V (u, v) =

Z Z

B(l, m) I(l, m) e−i2π(ul+vm) dl dm

In the following we will simplify the notation using ve tors

4

u ≡ ~u ≡ (u, v), l ≡ ~l ≡ (l, m).

(1)
In

addition we will use a

tilde

Using this notation one

to denote the Fourier pair of a given fun tion (B̃(u)

≡ F T [B(l)]).

an write the visibility as:

V (u) ≡

gI
B

Z

≡

B(l) I(l) e−i2πul dl

(2)

If the teles opes are not pointing to the origin of the referen e system (usually the  enter
or a

entral position of the sour e) but to lp , the fun tion des ribing the primary beam should

be shifted and the visibility should be expressed as a fun tion of both

Z

V (u, lp ) =
For a single dish

u=0

(3)

and:

That is, the visibility at the phase

Z

B(l − lp ) I(l) dl

(4)

enter is the total ux of the sour e and we have the

onvolution equation for single-dish mapping.

Observing on-the-y

shoot

and lp :

B(l − lp ) I(l) e−i2πul dl

V (0, lp ) =
usual

u

or

stop-and-go

Equation 3 assumes that the mosai s are done using a

point-and-

(hereafter, SAG) te hnique, i.e., where the antennas are pointed to a sky

position and they integrate for a given time before going to another sky position to take more
data. One

ould think of an observing mode where data are

s anning the sky

olle ted as the antennas move

ontinuously. This observing mode is usually known as

on-the-y (OTF).

olle ting data the parameter lp is not xed but it varies

If the antennas are moving while

with time. Thus the visibility equation should be written as:

V (u, lp ) =
Where

td

Z

t0 +

td
2

t
t0 − 2d

is the dumping time. By

dt/td

Z

dxB(l − lp (t)) I(l) e−i2πul

(5)

onvenien e we have dened the referen e time t0 at the

middle of the OTF integration. Assuming that the spatial frequen y

u

is

onstant over the

integration time, OTF mosai ing is similar to stop-and-go mosai ing although with an ee tive
beam

Bef f

given by:

Bef f (l) =

Z

t0 +

t0 −

td
2

td
2

dtB(l − lp (t))/td

(6)

2.2 The ee tive beam for on-the-y observations
OTF mosai ing is similar to stop-and-go mosai ing with an ee tive beam

Bef f

given by Eq.

ompute the ee tive beam assuming that |lp (t)| hanges linearly with
= vscan td ). Figure 2 shows a omparison of B(l) (assumed to be a Gaussian with
FWHM of 44) and Bef f (l). The s anning velo ity vscan is set to 10 ar se /se . With about four
6. In this se tion, we

time (|lp (t)|

integrations within the FWHM of the primary beam (whi h in this example are a hieved with

td = 1 s) the ee tive beam is almost equivalent to the primary beam. The dieren e between
B and Bef f starts to be signi ant when there are less than two integrations per FWHM of the
primary beam (i.e., when the sampling is worse than the Nyquist rate, whi h in this example
orrespond to dumping times larger than 2 s).
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Figure 2: Comparison of
be Eq. 6 for

td = 2

vscan = 10

B(l)

(bla k) given by a Gaussian of FWHM of 44 and

ar se /se

s (lower left panel), and

and

td = 4

td = 1

s (upper left panel),

s (lower right panel).
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td = 1.5

Bef f (l)

(red) as given

s (upper right panel),

In order to better understand the shape of the ee tive beam it is useful to obtain the
equation in the Fourier spa e.

t0 = 0, one an hange
|x| < 1/2 and 0 elsewhere):

Assuming that

introdu ing a box ar fun tion (Π(x)

=1

Bef f (l) =

Z

if

∞

−∞

If lp (t)

hanges linearly with time (lp (t)

the integral limits by

dt
Π(t/td ) B(l − lp (t))
td
= vscan td )

(7)

is easy to shown that Eq. 7 is a

onvolu-

tion:

1

Bef f (l) =

vscan td

B(l) ∗ Π(

l
vscan td

)

(8)

And therefore in the Fourier Plane we have

B̃ef f (u) = B̃(u) · sinc(uvscan td )
Where

B̃(u) is the FT of the primary beam or the auto

orrelation of the antenna illumination

pattern. To avoid sensitivity losses, the rst null of the sin
region where

B(u) ≫ 0.

(9)

fun tion should be well outside the

The slew distan e should be mu h less that the primary beam size.

Figure 3 show the results of some simulations with a primary beam of 44, a s anning
velo ity of 10 arse /se

and dumping times of 1, 1.5, 2 and 4 s. The total size and the spa ing

in the Fourier spa e have been obtained assuming a spa ing in the image plane of
The ee tive beam is very

δl = vscan td .

lose to the primary beam with three to four integrations within the

FWHM of the primary beam (td

=1

or

1.5

s).

2.3 On the need of short-spa ings
If one is interested in mosai s it is to do wide eld imaging. In this

ase, one would like to map

the extended stru ture of the sour e orresponding to the low spatial frequen ies. Unfortunately,
in a multipli ative interferometer the lowest frequen ies are not measured and stru tures more
extended than

∼

1/3-1/2 of the primary beam are ltered out. This is an obvious limitation

to image large elds with an interferometer doing mosai s. Independently of the method used
to do the mosai

(SAG or OTF), the observer will be interested in adding the short-spa ing

information.
A more

ompa t array of smaller antennas

an be used to measure the sour e visibility for

frequen ies inside the inner hole of the ALMA

uv

Compa t Array (ACA). ALMA and ACA imaging

overage. This is the goal of the Ata ama
apabilities have been already studied in

depth (Yun 2001, Morita 2001, Pety, Gueth & Guilloteau 2001a, 2001b, Tsutsumi et al. 2004).
The visibility for the innermost frequen ies

an be obtained using the four 12m antennas of

ACA as single dishes by mapping the sour e and

omputing

pseudovisibilities.

This is done

de onvolving the sky brightness distribution from the single dish beam, multiplying by the
interferometer primary beam and Fourier transforming to derive the visibilities

orresponding

to the low spatial frequen ies. A detailed study of the pseudovisibility method and the singledish observing time required to obtain a good

ombined dirty beam (and

has been presented in Rodríguez-Fernández, Pety & Gueth (2008).
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ombined images)

B(u) (green), sinc(uvscan td ) (red) and their produ t (bla k). The right
Bef f (l) (bla k) and the primary beam B(l) (red). Upper panels give
results for td = 1 s, middle panels for td = 2 s, and lower panels for td = 4 s. The s anning velo ity is
the same for all the simulations (vscan = 10 ar se /se ).
Figure 3: The left panels show

panels show the ee tive beam
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3 Imaging te hniques for mosai s
3.1 Basi image synthesis
The fundamentals of image synthesis and de onvolution have been treated extensively in the
literature. The interested reader is refereed to Guilloteau (2000), Briggs, S hwab & Sramek
(1999) and Cornwell, Braun & Briggs (1999).

Below we des ribe briey the imaging and

de onvolution pro esses for a single eld observation.
The interferometer measures the visibility fun tion, whi h is the Fourier transform of the
sour e brightness distribution apodized by the primary beam (power pattern) of the antennas
Indeed the visibilities are only measured over an ensemble of points (ui , vi ), i =
S(u, v) be the sampling (or spe tral sensitivity) fun tion. The value of this fun tion
is zero for the (u, v) points where the visibility has not been measured ( S(u, v) = 0 ⇐⇒
∀(u, v) 6= (ui , vi ); i = 1, n). On the other hand, for the (ui , vi ) points with measured visibilities,
S(u, v) ontains information on the relative weights of ea h visibility, usually derived from noise

(Eq.

1).

1, n.

Let

predi ted from the system temperature, antenna e ien y, integration time and bandwidth.
In order to synthesize an image of the sky it is
Fourier transform.

However, taking into a

uv

partial

overage of the

S(u, v).

Doing this, one obtains the so

lear that one has to

ount the

ompute an inverse

onsiderations des ribed above on the

plane, the visibility fun tion should be weighted by the fun tion

Iw (l, m) =

alled

ZZ

dirty image Iw (l, m):

S(u, v)V (u, v)e2iπ(ul+vm) dudv.

(10)

It is also possible to use an additional fun tion to multiply the sampling fun tion. This is
typi ally done to

hange the relative weights of high versus low spatial frequen ies (long versus

short baselines).
In addition, one

an dene the dirty beam

Dw (l, m) =
The pro ess known as

imaging

ZZ

onsist in

Dw (x, y)

as the point spread fun tion:

S(u, v)e2iπ(ul+vm) dudv

(11)

omputing the dirty image and the dirty beam from

the measured visibilities and the spe tral sensitivity (or sampling) fun tion, possibly multiplied
by an additional weighting fun tion. The Fourier Transform of a produ t of two fun tions is
the

onvolution of the Fourier Transforms of the fun tions. Applying this property on Eq. 10

and using Eqs. 1 and 11, the dirty image

Iw (l, m)

an be written as the

onvolution produ t

of the sky brightness distribution (apodized by the interferometer primary beam) by the dirty
beam:

Iw (l, m) = [B(l, m)I(l, m)] ∗ [Dw (l, m)]
Whi h is another form of the
dirty image have been

measurement equation.

(12)

Therefore, on e the dirty beam and the

al ulated, to derive the astronomi ally meaningful result, i.e. ideally the

sky brightness, a de onvolution is required. Unfortunately, the problem is not straightforward
sin e the dirty beam
fore, we

Dw (l, m)

has not a

onvolutional inverse and the data are noisy. There-

annot perform an a tual de onvolution. Fortunately, several te hniques exist to nd

plausible solutions, that is fun tions whose
with the dirty image (this is what is

onvolution with the dirty beam is in agreement

ommonly known as de onvolution in radio astronomy).

To better sele t between the possible plausible solutions additional

9

onstrains

an be imposed

(e.g. positivity, or user spe ied nite support). The astronomer must keep in mind that due
to the many zeros in the sampling fun tion the solution is not unique and may try to impose
additional physi al

3.1.1

onstrains based on his/her knowledge of the sour e.

Gridding and sampling

In pra ti e, it is

onvenient to work with FFTs (Fast Fourier Transforms), whi h implies that

the data should be regularly sampled. These is usually done by a

onvolution with a gridding

G and multipli ation by a bed-of-nails fun tion X. Therefore, instead of working with
V · S , one works with the following gridded fun tions (to simplify the notation hereafter
will write l and u for the ve tors (l, m) and (u, v)):

kernel

S

and

we

V g (u) ≡ [(V (u)S(u)) ∗ G(u)]

u
1
X(
)
∆u
∆u

(13)

and

S g (u) ≡ [S(u) ∗ G(u)]

u
1
X(
)
∆u
∆u

(14)

It is important to bear in mind that the gridding and sampling pro esses are nontrivial
operations. First, the sampling spa ing
it is ne essary to probe that one
orre t for the gridding

∆u must be

hosen properly to avoid

aliasing.

an do the imaging using the gridded fun tions

Vg

Se ond,
S g and

and

onvolution at the end. Let us apply the imaging pro ess as des rived

above but using the gridded fun tions. In this

ase, the dirty image

omputed with the gridded

data is:

Iwg ≡ F T [V g ] = F T [(V S) ∗ G] = Vg
S · G̃ = Iw · G̃,

(15)

Dwg ≡ F T [S g ] = F T [S ∗ G] = S̃ · G̃ = Dw · G̃

(16)

while the dirty beam is given by:

Therefore, the dirty image and the dirty beams

an be re overed from those

the gridded data just dividing by the Fourier transform of the gridding

omputed with

onvolution kernel.

Using the gridded dirty image and beam, the measurement equation is:

Iwg
Dg
= w ∗ (B · I)
G̃
G̃

(17)

3.2 Mosai imaging as linear ombination of individual images
The standard imaging method for SAG mosai s deal with the dierent mosai
dently. The simplest idea is doing a linear

elds indepen-

ombination of CLEANed images, whi h

ould be

summarized as follows:

•

First all the elds should have the same phase

enter. A shift is applied if this is not the

ase

•

The visibilities measured for ea h eld are Fourier transformed to obtain dirty images
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Figure 4: S hema showing the main steps to transform
one global
mosai

•

uv

plane using the ER79 s heme. The global

and has a very good

uv

nf ields uv
uv plane

planes (one per mosai

eld) into

ontains all the information on the

overage. See text for more details.

The individual images are de onvolved of the dirty beams (whi h in prin iple are dierent
for all the elds)

•

A mosai

is done by

ombination of the de onvolved images

However, this method is just doing a

ollage of individual images and we do not get any

additional information. Alternatively one

an invert the two last steps and the method would

be as follows:

•

First all the elds should have the same phase

enter. A shift is applied if this is not the

ase

•

The visibilities measured for ea h eld are Fourier

•

The images are

•

A joint de onvolution of the mosai

onverted to obtain dirty images

ombined additively
is done

The two methods are not equivalent sin e the de onvolution algorithms (CLEAN, MEM)
are not linear. The joint de onvolution allows to re over large s ale stru ture that is not present
in the individual images of the dierent mosai

elds (see Cornwell, Holdaway & Uson 1993,

Holdaway 1999 and Gueth 2000 for a more detailed des ription).
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3.3 An alternative method to image mosai data: onstru ting a global uv-plane
using the Ekers & Rots s heme
Another possibility when dealing with mosai s is two

onstru t a global

uv -plane

ontaining all

the information of the individual elds and to do the imaging pro ess at on e. This approa h
is based on an idea by Ekers & Rots (1979), hereafter ER79 (see also Cornwell 1987, 1888),
who suggested that in Eq. 3 one
the position variable

lp .

an perform a Fourier transform of

This operation should be done for a given

Hereafter, we will dene the

visibility map Mui (lp )

V (u, lp ) with respe t to
ui that is kept onstant.

as:

Mui (lp ) ≡ V (u, lp )|u=ui .

(18)

The pro ess is des ribed s hemati ally in Fig. 4. Lets assume that we have observe a mosai
of

nf ields

nf ields uv

elds. We will have

planes. We sele t a frequen y

ui

and we plot the value

of the sour e visibility at this frequen y as a fun ion of the position a ross the sour e (visibility
map). Then one

an

ompute the Fourier transform of the visibility map:

M̃ui (up ) ≡
Using Eqs. 3 and 19 we

an write:

M̃ui (up ) =
=
=

Z Z

Z Z
Z

Z

V (ui , lp )e−i2πup lp dlp

(19)



B(l − lp ) I(l) e−i2πui l dl e−i2πup lp dlp =


(20)

B(l − lp ) e−i2πup lp dlp I(l) e−i2πui l dl =

(21)

B̃(up )e−i2πup l I(l) e−i2πui l dl =

= B̃(up )

Z

(22)

I(l) e−i2π(ui +up )l =

(23)

˜ i + up )
= B̃(up )I(u

(24)

Therefore, there is a simple relation linking the Fourier transform of the visibility map for
frequen y

ui

and the Fourier transform of the sour e brightness distribution (without apodis-

ation by the primary beam) around the point

ui :

˜ + up )
M̃ui (up ) = B̃(up )I(u

supervisibility

Hereafter, we will dene the

fun tion

VS

(25)
as the Fourier transform of the

visibility maps divided by the Fourier transform of the primary beam:

VSui (up ) ≡ M̃ui (up )/B̃(up ),
for

|up | < D/λ

(where

B̃(up ) 6= 0).

(26)

Therefore,

˜ i + up ) = VSu (up )
I(u
i
Therefore, the
tribution.

supervisibility

(27)

fun tion are samples of the FT of the sour e brightness dis-

Equation 27 implies that, from the measurements done at the point

eld, it is possible to

onstru t a

formation of all the individual

uv

super-uv plane

or

global-uv plane

planes in the form of samples of the

12

ui

for every

summarizing the in-

true

visibilities of the

Figure 5:

If the distan e between two antennas of diameter d is D, the antenna pair is sampling

frequen ies

orresponding to all the spa ings between

sour e within a disk of radius

D/λ

ui .

entered in

D−d

with a very good

D + d.

This is represented in the lower left panel of

Fig. 4. Repeating the pro ess for all the measured
mosai

and

uv

points one get a global

overage (lower right panel of Fig. 4). Of

uv

plane for the

ourse, in order to

onserve

all the information, the observed region must be sampled at a rate higher than the Nyquist
sampling rate, i.e., the mosai

elds should be spa ed by less than

D/(2λ)

(half the FWHM of

the primary beam).
The intuitive idea behind the ER79 s heme is that an antenna pair is not only sampling
the spatial frequen ies

orresponding to the distan e

diameter of the antennas is
from

D−d

to

D+d

respe t to the pointing

d

(Fig.

D

from one antenna to the other. If the

they are indeed sampling frequen ies
5).

orresponding to baselines

Performing Fourier Transforms of the visibility maps with

oordinates we analyze how a given visibility

hange from one point of

the sour e to another point. Thus, the Fourier transform of the visibility map gives
the value of the visibility for all the frequen ies

orresponding to baselines from

expli itly

D − d to D + d

for ea h antenna pair.

3.3.1

The Ekers & Rots s heme versus real interferometers

For simpli ity, the ER79 s heme has been presented above using
Fourier transforms and assuming that one
point for all the mosai

ontinuous fun tions and

an measure the visibility fun tion at the same

(u, v)

elds. The a tual data will dier from the idealized ER79 theory in a

number of points.

•

The a tual

uv

overage of an interferometer is limited: in a real experiment we only get

(noisy) samples of the visibility fun tion. This imposes the introdu tion of a sensitivity
fun tion to weight the visibilities when doing Fourier transforms. In addition, for

om-

putational e ien y one would like to perform dis rete Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs)
and therefore one should grid the data. Therefore, the global pro ess will be something
like those shown in Fig. 6 instead of the simplisti

representation in Fig. 4. The gridding

pro ess (interpolation and sampling) introdu es numeri al ee ts take one should be able
to

orre t in later stages of the data pro essing. Gridding the data in the

in standard imaging te hniques, and it is well known that one

uv

plane is done

an

orre t for its numeri al

ee ts (see Se t. 3.1). However, one should be sure that in the

ase of the mu h more
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ompli ate and longer data pro essing in the ER79

ontext, one will be able to

orre t for

the gridding at some stage.

•

In the

ase of ER79 an additional gridding pro ess

(se ond row in Fig. 6). In this

an be required in the

ase, it is also needed to ensure that one

on for the numeri al ee ts introdu ed, whi h is not trivial.
onstrains on the observing mode (mosai ing using

lp , mp

an

plane

orre t later

However, imposing some

artesian grids) would allow to have

a natural gridding in the lp , mp plane.

•

ER79

onsider that we

for all the mosai

an a tually measure the visibility fun tion at the same

elds. In

(u, v) point

ontrast, due to the earth rotation this is not possible sin e as

time goes by, the interferometer measures the visibility fun tion at dierent points along
a

uv

tra k. The possible observational

onstrains to avoid this will be very hard from the

s heduling point of view (performing the observations of the dierent elds in dierent
days), will rule out the possibility of doing the mosai s in OTF mode and the noise
signi antly

ould

hange a ross the mosai . Therefore, the only possible way of dealing with

this is limiting the shift of the
the observing time for a full

uv

points in the

uv

overage of the mosai

plane by limiting the mosai
(we have analyzed these

size and

onstrains in

Se t. 4).

3.4 Comparison of the two methods
Doing a linear

ombination of images and a joint de onvolution allows to re over some spatial

frequen ies that are not a

essible in the single eld observations (see for instan e Helfer et al.

2002 and referen es therein). Indeed, the de onvolution algorithm works to nd a stru ture on
the sky that is

onsistent with all the sampled visibility data but that also provides a more

plausible and robust model of the unsampled visibility data (see for instan e Cornwel, Braun
& Briggs 1999). The de onvolution not only interpolates between sampled visibility data, it
an also ee tively extrapolate to shorter spatial frequen ies that the interferometer a tually
measured.
On the other hand, the ER79 s heme is an elegant way of dealing with mosai
a whole.

It uses all the information

data as

ontained in the dataset sin e it analyzes not only the

visibilities of ea h eld but also how the visibilities

hange from one eld to another.

pointing axes open new ways of data edition and pro essing.

The

In parti ular, they allow to

re over expli itly the visibility for all the frequen ies from D-d to D+d for ea h antenna pair.
The global or super-uv-plane

ontains all the information of the mosai .

a Fourier Transform is needed to obtain a wide eld image

At the end only

ontaining all the possible spatial

frequen ies. Therefore, an Ekers & Rots algorithm is a potentially very powerful method to deal
with mosai

data, whi h allows to re over expli itly the sour e visibility for spa ings between

D-d and D+d for ea h antenna pair instead of relying only on the interpolation performed by
the de onvolution algorithms.

Finally, it is important to remark, that taking data in OTF mode does not imply ne essarily
that one has to perform the imaging by onstru ting a global uv -plane. On the one hand,
the ER79 s heme an also be used to image pointed stop-and-go mosai data provided that the
elds are spa ed by less than the Nyquist riti al spa ing. On the other hand, data taken in OTF
observing mode an be imaged using standard stop-and-go mosai s te hniques, i.e., omputing a
dirty image per OTF dump and doing a linear ombination of those dirty images before applying
a joint de onvolution.
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Figure 6: S hema of the dierent steps needed to implement an imaging algorithm based in ER79
taking into a

ount the in omplete

uv

(lp , mp )

overage and and additional gridding step in the

plane.

The questions in blue remark that gridding and sampling are not-trivial operations and that one should
be able to

orre t for their numeri al ee ts at later stages of the pro essing. A

to use an adapted

riti al point it is also

ell size (see text).

4 Mosai size and observing time limitations for OTF observations
Before dis ussing several possible ways to do the image synthesis with OTF data, it is interesting
to analyze dierent limitations that
mosai

an impose

onstrains on the total observing time and the

size. Ideally, to use the ER79 s heme, one should have a measurement of the sour e

visibility for the same

uv

point for all the elds/dumps. Although this is not possible due to

Earth rotation, at least one must impose a reasonable limit to the distan e between the
points sampled for ea h eld/dump. In addition, size and time

onstrains to the OTF maps

should be imposed to avoid sensitivity losses due to de orrelation when using a
tra king

uv

onstant phase

enter for an OTF s an.

4.1 Earth rotation: dierent uv overages for the dierent elds/integrations
Due to the Earth rotation, the spatial frequen y sampled by a given antenna pair
a

uv-tra k.

hange along

This has two ee ts:

1. Ea h visibility measurement is indeed an average of the sour e visibility for the frequen ies
sampled by an antenna pair along the integration or dumping time. The ee t on the
images is an azimuthal smearing, limiting the smearing to a small angular fra tion of the
synthesized beam it is possible to obtain upper limits eld of view (see Guilloteau 2000,
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Cotton 1999, Bridle & S hwab 1999 or Perley 1999). Sin e those elds of view are larger
than the primary beam of the ALMA antennas, this is not really a limitation.
2. When observing sequentially the dierent elds of a mosai , the interferometer does not
measure the visibility of the sour e at the same

(u, v)

point for all the mosai

elds.

However, the ER79 s heme relays on the assumption that one has a tually measured the
visibility at the same spatial frequen y for all the elds.
This ee t has been dis ussed by Holdaway & Foster (1994) in the

ontext of mosai s with

a high number of elds (250-16000) and in terms of the dieren es in the synthesized beam
for the dierent mosai

uv

elds. Indeed, if the

signi antly dierent, the synthesized beam
interpretation of the

overage of dierent pointings in a mosai

hange over the mosai

image.

is

This makes the

ombined image more di ult, for instan e, the de ovolution errors will

be dierent a ross the image.
identi al, the linear mosai
algorithm taking into a

uv

If the

algorithm

overage of ea h pointing

annot be used.

annot be assumed to be

Instead one should use a non-linear

ount one synthesized beam per pointing. On the

set limits to the dieren es in the

uv

ontrary, one

overage of the dierent elds of a mosai

the data pro essing and analysis. Among the possibilities to ensure that the

uv

an

to simplify
overages are

similar for all the elds there are:

•

To put strong observational

onstrains su h as s heduling mosai s in blo ks of the same

LST over several days and for a small hour angle or using snaphops symmetri ally spa ed
in hour angle.

•

Redu ing the integration time per mosai

eld. For instan e if the typi al settle down

times for an antennas is 1 se , it will not be e ient to spend less that 3 se
pointing when doing SAG mosai s. In
a

ontrast, the OTF observing mode

on ea h

an be used to

elerate the data a quisition.

Holdaway & Foster (1994) used a

ompa t strawman

onguration with maximum baselines

of 95 meters and they found that to have normalized beam area dieren es of less than 1%,
the time used to

over the full mosai

should be less than 4 minutes. The a tual size of the

mosai

depends on the s anning velo ity and the dumping time. For instan e, a dumping time
′
′
of 0.96 se allows to observe a 4.3 × 4.3 mosai (whi h implies a s anning velo ity of ∼ 16.8
′
′
ar se /se ) while a dumping time of 0.24 se will allow a mosai of 8.6 × 8.6 (with a s anning
velo ity of

∼ 67 ar

maximum time to
or larger mosai

se /se ). If normalized beam areas dieren es up to 5% are a
over the full mosai

sizes.

In this memo, we dis uss the shift of the
in the

eptable, the

in reases to 15 minutes, allowing longer dumping times

uv

points sampled for ea h mosai

eld/dump

ontext of OTF mosai s and an imaging pro ess based on the ER79 s heme.

s heme, one should

In this

onstru t a visibility map for ea h spatial frequen y measured and apply a

Fourier transform. To do this, ideally the interferometer should measure the sour e visibility
for all the elds at the same spatial frequen y. This is not possible, however one
time limit for observing the whole mosai
to be observed is not too far from the

uv

in a way that the

uv

an impose a

point sampled for the last eld

point sampled for the rst observed eld.

What does "too far" mean in this ontext? If the size of the map is ∆l × ∆m, the smaller
1
1
and
. If we sample the uv plane at
frequen ies that we an sample in the uv plane are
∆l
∆m
1
1
intervals ∆u =
and ∆v =
we an re over all the information. When imaging large
2∆l
2∆m
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Table 1: Observing time (tcover ) for one
s anning velo ity (vscan ). The

overage of the OTF mosai

and map size as a fun tion of the

al ulations have been done for PdBI observations of a sour e with a

de lination of 30 deg and a largest baseline of 92 m (D

onguration)

vscan

tcover

map linear size

ar se /se

min

ar min

0.5

18

1.9

1

14

2.4

5

8.8

4

10

7

5

20

5.4

6.5

40

4.4

8

60

3.8

9.1

elds it is re ommendable to have, for every baseline and pointing, a visibility measurement
within a region of size

∆u × ∆v .

In this

ase, we

the same spatial frequen y for all the elds and we

an assume that we have indeed sampled
an

ompute the Fourier transform of the

visibility map.
Taking into a
orresponding

ount, the relation linking the map size (∆l

ells in the

uv -plane (∆u × ∆v ),

and maximum observing time for a full

•

Let assume a s anning velo ity

overage of the mosai

vscan

× ∆m)

it is possible to derive

mosai

that one

and an observing time

tcover

•

an observe. Let us assume that the size is

tcover ,

the larger the region (∆l

× ∆m)

sizes

as follows.
for one

full mosai . Given these times and s anning velo ity, it is easy to
longer the time

and the size of the

onsistent mosai

∆l × ∆m.

that one

overage of the

al ulate the size of the
In prin iple, the

an observe.

tcover , the uv
uv point sampled
for the rst mosai eld. One should take are that the distan e between those uv points is
q
1 2
1 2
) + ( ∆m
) ) to image the mosai .
smaller than the hara teristi size in the uv plane ( (
∆l
This riterium gives an upper limit to the time tcover and the mosai size ∆l × ∆m.

However, as mentioned above, due to the Earth rotation during the time
point sampled for the last eld of the mosai is shifted with respe t to the

For instan e, Table 1 gives time and mosai
with a de lination of 30 deg in D

baselines in the Holdaway & Foster 1994). A
& Foster (1994) shows that our

size limits for PdBI observations of a sour e

onguration (largest baseline of 92 m, similar to the largest
omparison of our results with those of Holdaway

riterion is similar, but slightly less

onstraining, to their

"normalized beam areas dieren e of less than 1%".

The dumping time

The mosai

size depends only of the total time and the s anning velo ity.

The ee t of the dumping time is just to obtain a dierent sampling, that is to de ompose
the mosai

in a dierent number of elds. The maximum s anning velo ity and the minimum

dumping times are limited by hardware and software of the a quisition system of the interferometer. For instan e, for PdBI, the maximum s anning velo ity limit for the antennas is

∼ 60 ar

se /se

(the spe i ations for ALMA are 3 ar min/se

to

onserve a pointing a

of 1 ar se ). On the other hand, the minimum integration time in
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ura y

ontinuum mode is 1 se .

With the improvements done in the data a quisition system in the framework of the FP6 program "Enhan ement of ALMA", the minimum dumping time in spe tral mode has also been
redu ed to

∼1

s.

In addition, the dumping time and the s anning velo ity are linked in order to have a

orre t

sampling. For instan e, to have about four integrations per FWHM with the PdBI at 3 mm
′′
one gets tdump × vscan = FWHM/4 or: vscan ∼ 10 /tdump . With a minimum tdump of 1 se , the
maximum s anning velo ity will be 10/se
the total observing time for a full
needed to observe a

and therefore the maximum mosai

size 5' (and

overage is 7 minutes). It is interesting to remark, that it is

alibrator every 20 minutes. Thus, it will be possible to do 2 or 3 OTF

mosai s in between ea h

alibrator observation.

4.2 Fringe tra king: oheren e loss when using a xed phase- enter
D'Addario & Emerson (2000) have dis ussed how to a

omplish the ne essary phase and delay

tra king during an OTF observation. In prin iple, there are three possibilities:
1. Tra k a xed point on the sky during ea h integration, typi ally the point to whi h the
antenna beams point at the middle of that integrating time, whi h is the

enter of the

ee tive beam (Fig. 2).
2. Tra k the
sky moves

enter of the antenna beams, whi h means that the phase/delay

enter on the

ontinuously with the beams.

3. Tra k a xed point on the sky for the full duration of an OTF s an, and swit h to a new
phase/delay
is o

enter only between s ans, when the antenna is o sour e and no integration

urring.

Tra king a dierent point for ea h integration requires that the phase hange dis ontinuously
(or nearly so), and that the
integration.

hanges be syn hronized with the end/beginning of a

Both of these things are te hni ally di ult.

orrelator

Continuous tra king of the beam

enter is possible, but it results in a smearing of the visibility fun tion during the integrating
time and may be di ult to a

ount for in the imaging pro ess.

Therefore, D'Addario &

Emerson (2000) proposed to tra k a xed point on the sky throughout the OTF s ans. This is
easy, but at the ends of the s an, when the beam is oset from the phase
of sensitivity be ause the fringe frequen y is not
at the end of an OTF s an of length
assuming that the phase
limit of

2%,

2N B

enter, there is a loss

orre t. They have estimated the de orrelation

ar se

(where

B

is the primary beam WHM and

enter is lo ated in the middle of the s an). Setting a de orrelation

the maximum value of

N

as a fun tion of the dumping time is:

N<

0.346 d 1
1.2 π Ω D tdump

Taking D=1 km and d=12m one gets a maximum

N

(28)
of 15 for

tdump = 1

se , whi h implies

an s an length of 11 ar min. Assuming that there are four integrations per primary beam, the
time needed to observe a s an is
time is shorter, the s an length

tscan = 8Ntdump ,

that is 120 se . Of

ourse, if the dumping

an be larger by the same fa tor, keeping
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tscan

onstant.

Figure 7: S anning pattern for a simulated OTF observation of an s aled version of an Hα image of
M51.

5 Imaging te hniques for OTF mosai s
5.1 One dirty image per dump, linear ombination and joint de onvolution
As we have shown in Se t. 2, OTF mosai ing is equivalent to stop-and-go mosai ing with an
ee tive beam given by Eq. 6. We have also dis ussed in Se t. 2 that when observing OTF,
one wants to sample the sour e at a sampling rate better than Nyquist, integrating several
times per FWHM of the primary beam power pattern.

In this

ase the ee tive beam for

OTF observations is very similar to the primary beam of the antennas. Therefore, as a rst
approximation it is logi al to image OTF data as a
OTF integration
Taking into a
ferometri
2001 ).

lassi al stop-and-go mosai

where ea h

orresponds to an independent eld.
ount the previous

omments, we have developed a simulator of OTF inter-

observations on the base of the IRAM ALMA simulator (Pety, Gueth & Guilloteau

For given array

onguration, sour e de lination, map size, s anning velo ity and

dumping time, the OTF simulator
tion. A more detailed des ription

omputes the visibility of an input sky brightness distribuan be found in Rodriguez-Fernandez, Gueth & Pety (2009).

The OTF observation is simulated on a Cartesian grid following a zigzag pattern at an arbitrary
angle (not ne essarily in R.A. or De lination). The row separation is half the FWHM of the
primary beam at the frequen y of the observations. For instan e, we have done simulations of
OTF observations of a s aled version of a Hα image of M51. The array used in this simulations
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Figure 8: Dirty image of the OTF mosai

omputed as a linear

ombination of the dirty images of the

individual elds.

is ACA and the assumed frequen y is 230 GHz. Figure 5.1 shows the OTF pattern for a map
′
′
size of 2 × 2 s anned in with a velo ity of 1 ar se /se and a dumping time of 3 se , whi h
give

13 × 41

dumps per OTF map. The total observing time is 5 hours, whi h allows to do 11

OTF maps (the simulations does not take into a
The image synthesis has been performed by
bining them linearly to produ e a mosai
mosai
The

alibrators).
om-

dirty image, whi h is shown in Fig. 8. Finally the

lean.

dirty image has been de onvolved using
on lusion is that the OTF mosai s

ount observations of the

omputing independent dirty images and
The

leaned image is shown in Fig. 9.

an a tually be imaged and de onvolved by linear

ombination of dirty images and a joint de onvolution.

5.2 Constru ting a global uv-plane and dirty image
The uv
in the

overage of an interferometer array will always be partial (or at least inhomogeneous
ase of ALMA), requiring the introdu tion of a sampling or weighting fun tion

S(u).

In

addition, to be able to use Fast Fourier Transforms one should resample the data on a regular
grid. This is usually done by
bed-of-nails fun tion
In

•

onvolution with a gridding kernel

ontrast, regarding the lp plane one

and sampling with a

an assume, as a rst approximation, that:

The data are naturally gridded in the
mosai

G(u)

X(u).
lp

plane by the observational pro edure (i.e. the

has been done in a Cartesian grid) allowing the use of FFTs without any resam-

pling.

•

The

lp

overage is

omplete (i.e. the interferometer has measured the visibility fun tion
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Figure 9: De onvolved OTF mosai

in all the uv points sampled by a given array

data using

lean

onguration for all the elds/dumps),

therefore there is no need of introdu ing a sampling fun tion in this plane.
Taking into a

ount the standard method of image synthesis (Se t. 3.1) and the parti u-

larities of the ER79 method to image mosai

data (Se t. 3.3), it is

two possible options to start the data pro essing.
uv planes, or alternatively, one
pointing

an start by

One

lear that there

ould be

an start by gridding the individual

omputing Fourier transforms with respe t to the

oordinates. This would be possible if the Fourier transform with respe t to

onvolution by

G(u)

lp

and

ommute. If the resampled visibility fun tion is:

V g (lp , u) = [V (lp , u) ∗ G(u)]
and one performs a

FTlp ,

u
1
X(
),
∆u
∆u

it is possible to show that indeed those operations

u
1
X(
)} =
∆u
∆u
1
u
= [FTlp {V (lp , u)} ∗ G(u)]
X(
)
∆u
∆u

FTlp [V g (lp , u)] = FTlp {[V (lp , u) ∗ G(u)]

(29)
ommute:

(30)
(31)
(32)

Therefore, in prin iple one

an

hose to resample the data in the uv plane and Fourier

Transform with respe t to the pointing
pointing

oordinates or to Fourier Transform with respe t to the

oordinates and afterwards gridding in the uv-plane.
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5.2.1

Beginning by Fourier Transforming the visibility maps

In the following, we des ribe how the image synthesis

an be done if one begins the pro ess

by Fourier transforming the data with respe t to the lp

oordinates. As already mentioned, as

a rst approximation we will

onsider that the data are naturally gridded in the

that there are no gaps.
The rst step will be

onstru ting

ferometer. The visibility map
pointing

visibility maps

Mui (lp )

for ea h

ui

lp

plane and

point sampled by the inter-

gives the visibility at frequen y

ui

as a fun tion of the

oordinate lp :

Mui (lp ) ≡ V (lp , u)|u=ui
Afterwards, for ea h

lp

u

(33)

point, one should Fourier transform the visibility map with respe t

and divide by the FT of the primary beam (applying a trun ation at some level to avoid

divergen es) to

ompute supervisibilities at points

ui + up .

VS (u) = VS (ui + up ) =

M̃ui (up )
B̃(up )

The natural weights of a visibility map will be approximately
approximately

onstant after the Fourier transform.

In

(34)
onstant and they will remain

ontrast, the weights will de rease

towards the edges after division by the Fourier Transform of the primary beam pattern. Therefore, the weight distribution for the supervisibilities will be given by the square of the primary
beam pattern. The weights will be assigned following this distribution and
tal weight (in a similar way as it is done in the pseudovisibilities

onserving the to-

al ulations to in lude the

short-spa ings information, see Rodríguez-Fernández, Pety & Gueth 2008).
Repeating this pro ess for all the
a global

u

plane

ui

points sampled by the interferometer one will end with

ontaining all the information of the mosai

where ea h original

is repla ed by a  loud of points, ea h with an asso iated weight.
this dataset

and applying a
in this

orre tion for the gridding

point

The a tual imaging of

an be performed resampling the data to a Cartesian grid (by

gridding kernel and sampling with a bed-of-nails fun tion),

ui

onvolution with a

omputing a dirty image and beam,

onvolution as des ribed in Se t. 3.1. In summary,

ase, the a tual imaging will be exa tly the same that is used to image a single eld. The

dieren e will be all the

pre-pro essing

applied to

onstru t the global

u

plane. This method

has been applied by Wright (1996) to BIMA data, for whi h it seems to perform worse than
other methods based on a

lassi al eld-by-eld approa h to imaging.

When the visibility maps are not naturally gridded

Now let us assume that the visibility

maps are not naturally gridded be ause they have been observed in a Cartesian grid but there
′
are gaps for some lp s or simply be ause the s anning pattern was not a Cartesian grid and
the data have not been regridded. In this

Sl (lp )
Gl (lp ) and

ase one should introdu e a sampling fun tion

and perform a gridding, i.e., interpolation by

onvolution with a gridding kernel

sampling by multipli ation by a bed-of-nails fun tion. Thus one will work with the gridded
gl
g
versions of Mui (lp ) and Sl (lp ): Mul (lp ) and Sl (lp ), respe tively. These fun ions are dened
i
mathemati ally as:

Mugli (lp ) ≡ [Mui (lp )Sl (lp )] ∗ Gl (lp )
and
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(35)

Slgl (lp ) ≡ Sl (lp ) ∗ Gl (lp )
Following the pro essing in the ER79

(36)

ontext one should Fourier transform the visibility

map:

M̃ugli (up ) ≡ FTlp [Mugli (lp )] = FTlp [(Mui (lp )Sl (lp )) ∗ Gl (lp )]

(37)

M̃ugli (up ) = (M̃ui ∗ S̃l ) · G̃l

(38)

M̃ugli
= M̃ui ∗ S̃l
G̃l

(39)

S̃lgl = S̃l ∗ G̃l

(40)

and therefore:

or

but sin e

one gets

M̃ugli
G̃l
Therefore, as in

Sl

and

= M̃ui ∗

lassi al image synthesis, one

orre t for the ee ts of the gridding

S̃lgl
G̃l

(41)

an work with the gridded versions of

M

and

onvolution dividing by the Fourier transform of

the gridding kernel.
However, there is still an important di ulty: to get the fun tion

M̃ ,

it is ne essary to

perform a de onvolution. It is not obvious how to do su h a de onvolution in the
First, the point spread fun tion (S̃l ) is very dierent from the dirty beam in
Se ond, the visibility maps are

up

spa e.

lassi al imaging.

omputed with individual measurements of visibilities and short

integration times, whi h means that the signal to noise ratio is low.

Therefore, it is highly

re ommendable to observe OTF mosai s along a Cartesian grid and avoid gaps in the visibility
map. For an instrument like ALMA, with a very good

overage of the

uv -plane

it

ould be

possible just to ag out and not to pro ess the visibility maps that have gaps.

5.2.2

Beginning by gridding the independent uv planes

The se ond possibility to do the image syntheses of mosai ing data will be to begin by gridding
the individual
s heme to

u

uv

planes

orresponding to ea h mosai

sampling fun tion

Su (u)

eld/dump and to apply the ER79

points. Thus, instead of the visibility fun tion V (lp , u) and the
g
g
one shall work with the gridded versions V u (lp , u) and Suu (u) dened

ells instead of

u

as:

V gu (lp , u) ≡ [V (lp , u)Su (u)] ∗ Gu (u)

(42)

Sugu (u) ≡ Su (u) ∗ Gu (u)

(43)

and

In this

ase the

visibility map for the ell ui

is:
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Mugui (lp ) ≡ V gu (lp , u)|u=ui ,
where the supers ript
in the

u

plane. One

gu

indi ate that the visibility map has been dened from data gridded

an Fourier transform the visibility map w.r.t.

the primary beam to

ompute the super-visibility fun tion around

VS gi u (u) = VS gi u (ui + up ) =
where the subs ript
by dierent

(44)

i

ombinations

VS gi u (u) stands for the fa
of ui 's and up 's. Therefore,

of

for the value of the super-visibility fun tion at the

lp and
ui :

divide by the FT of

M̃ugui (up )
,
B̃(up )

(45)

t that the same

u

ell

an be sampled

in general there are several estimations
ell

u,

ea h with an asso iated weight,

as des ribed in Se t.

5.2.1. In order to ompute the a tual global uv plane and a unique
gu
super-visibility fun tion (VS (uj )) it is ne essary to ompute a weighted mean.

where the sum is over all the
fun tion of
ell

uj

for the

ui

and

up

P

VSgu (uj )

=

ui 's

up 's

and

ωVS i VS gi u (uj )
P
ωVS i
with

(46)

uj = ui + up

Sin e the dierent estimations of the value

an be

onsidered as independent variables, the weight asso
P
g
ell uj is W u (uj ) =
ωVS i (ui + up )

Taking into a

ount Eq. 45, the relation linking the weights of

ωVS i are a
gu
of the fun tion VS i at the
gu
iated with the fun tion VS
and the weights

VS gi u (uj )

and

M̃ugui (up )

ωVS i = ωM̃u B̃ 2

is:

(47)

i

(48)
thus substituting Eq. 45 and Eq. 47 into Eq. 46 one gets:

VSgu (uj )

=

P

ωM̃u B̃ M̃ugui

P

i

(49)

ωM̃u B̃ 2
i

gu
Therefore, we have the global supervisibility fun tion VS , already gridded, and the asso ig
ated weights W u . To get an image one should ompute a Fourier transform with respe t to u
g
of the visibility fun tion weighted by W u , that is:

I(l) = FTu [VSgu (u)W gu (u)] = FTu [VSgu (u)] ∗ F Tu [W gu (u)]
Therefore, one

an

ompute a dirty image

FTu [VSgu (u)] and

afterward, perform a de onvolution. However, the super-index

a dirty beam

gu

(50)

F Tu [W gu (u)] and

remind us that we have not

been working with the original data but with a gridded version. Thus one should try to
for the

orre t

onvolution with the gridding kernel as it is done in the standard imaging des ribed in

Se t. 3.1.
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Is it possible to
that a

orre t for the ee ts of the gridding

G in the u plane
gu
develop FTu [VS (u)].

onvolution with a fun tion

the following we will try to

onvolution?

is a produ t by

G̃

"
X

The

entral idea is

in the image plane. In

#

ωVS (ui + up )
= FTu
VS gi u (ui + up ) =
P i
ωVS i (ui + up )
#
#
"
"
X
ωVS i (ui + up )
gu
∗ FTu [VS i (ui + up )]
FTu P
=
ωVS i (ui + up )

FTu [VSgu (u)]

(51)

(52)

where the sum is over all the ui 's and up 's with u = ui + up . Now, let us onsider the term
FTu [VS gi u (ui + up )], but rst let us remark that taking into a ount the relation linking u and
up , the operator FTu [·] transforms into:

FTu [·] = e−i2πui l FTup [·]

(53)

Therefore, with this equation and Eq. 47 one gets:

FTu [VS gi u (ui

−i2πui l

+ up )] = e

−i2πui l

=e
and

h

FTup M̃ugui (up )

i

FTup

"

FTup
#

"

M̃ugui (up )
B̃(up )

#

=

(54)

h
i
1
∗ FTup M̃ugui (up )
B̃(up )

(55)

an be developed as:

h

h

i

i

FTup M̃ugui (up ) = FTup Ṽ gu (up , ui ) =

(56)

= FTup [Ṽ (up , ui )Su (ui )] ∗ Gu (ui ) =

(57)

h

Looking Eqs. 52, 55 and 58 it is

i

= [V (lp , ui )Su (ui )] ∗ Gu (ui )

(58)

lear that the equations are mu h more

the standard imaging presented in Se t. 3.1. In parti ular, the gridding

omplex that in

onvolution kernel is

"frozen" in the visibility maps.

6 Dis ussion of the dierent methods and summary
We have dis ussed the measurement equations for interferometri

mosai ing in pointed mode

(the so- alled stop-and-go or point-and-shoot mosai s) and in on-the-y (OTF) mode, in whi h
the antennas take data as they s an the sour e moving
mosai ing is similar to

ontinuously. We have shown that OTF

lassi al stop-and-go mosai ing. The main dieren e if that the ee tive

beam when observing OTF is not exa tly the primary beam of the antennas.

However, the

ee tive beam is similar to the primary beam when the s anning rate is better than Nyquist.
Regarding the imaging te hniques, rst we have dis ussed map size and observing time
limitations for OTF moisai ing. OTF mosai s with ALMA are limited, in general, to a few
ar minutes.

Next, we have shown that it is possible to image and de onvolve OTF mosai
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data as a

lassi al stop-and-go mosai

with a large number of elds. The joint de onvolution is

known to re over some of the spatial frequen ies that are averaged in ea h baseline (Cornwell
et al. 1993). However, it is worth-trying to implement an OTF-spe i

algorithm based on the

ER79 s heme, sin e it will synthesize expli itly the visibility of the sour e at those frequen ies.
We have explored two possible ways of implementing su h an algorithm: beginning by Fourier
transforming the data with respe t to the pointing
in the individual uv-planes

oordinate or beginning by gridding the data

orresponding to the dierent elds/dumps. In prin iple it seems

simpler to start by gridding the uv-planes: it is already done in standard imaging te hniques
and thus it avoids

oding spe i

algorithms to sort the visibilities baseline per baseline in

temporal series to determine whi h visibility measurements in ea h mosai
the same uv point. In addition, taking into a

eld

orrespond to

ount the short integrations needed to do wide

eld imaging in OTF mode, beginning by gridding the uv-planes has the advantage of in reasing
the signal to noise ratio by averaging visibility samples within the same uv
image the whole mosai

at on e it is important to use small

inversely proportional to the mosai

u

ells (the

size). For instan e, if the mosai

ell. However, to
ell size should be

linear size is 4' the

ell

size should be 0.85 kλ (2.5 m for observations at 3 mm). As shown in Table 1 and dis ussed
in Se t. 4, there is a maximum observing time of 8.8 minutes for su h a mosai ,
to a minimum s anning velo ity

vscan =5

ar se /se

orresponding

(whi h implies a dumping time of 2 se

to

have four points per FWHM at 3 mm). With these observing time and s anning velo ity, there
will be only one visibility measured per
onguration) but of

ell in the largest baselines (92m for the PdBI in D

ourse an average of 2 points per

ell at a radius of 45 m or 4 points at

22 m, whi h is about the shortest spa ing measured at the Plateau de Bure Interferometer, for
exemple. In order to have a fa tor of two more points per
10 ar se /se

and

ell it will be ne essary to s an at

omplete the map in 4.4 minutes. However, in this

ase the dumping time

should be shorter by a fa tor of 2 (1 se ), therefore the total integration time per
onstant and the noise per

ell will not be lower than using

vscan =5 ar

ell will be

se /se . Therefore, only

for the shortest baselines there would be a real gain in the signal to noise ratio. In addition,
for those spa ings, there is a higher probability to have
the same

u

u

points of dierent tra ks laying in

ell.

In addition, when beginning by gridding the uv-planes one should be sure that it is possible
to

orre t for the

this stage, it is not

onvolution by the gridding kernel in later stages of the data pro essing. At
lear whether this is possible. An alternative method is to begin by Fourier

transforming the data with respe t the pointing

oordinates, to

ompute a global uv-plane and

to perform an standard imaging (in luding gridding) and de onvolution.
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